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Good morning, my name is Mark Heiman.  I'm the Senior Web 
Application Developer at Carleton College in Northfield, MN.   
Carleton is the best school you’ve never heard of—we’re a top ranked 
liberal arts college with about 2000 students and we o!er special 
scholarships for students from places where it doesn’t snow.

(That’s not true, but it should be.)



Secondary and 
tertiary audiences: 
alumni, parents, 
prospects, etc.

They can’t remember 
how to log in.

What’s the Problem?

I’d like to start today by giving a little bit of background. I don’t know 
why you’re here, but I know why I’m here, and telling you that might 
give you some useful context for understanding my particular 
approach to this topic. It might also help you identify some points of 
commonality and di!erence with your environment.

We first began reconsidering our approach to authentication when 
our Alumni Relations o"ce approached us with a problem: they were 
spending to much time managing accounts.  Alumni are our most 
significant secondary audience, along with parents, prospects, and 
friends, other secondary or tertiary audiences, depending on how 
we’re feeling about them at the moment.

We have 26,000 active alumni, and they’ve all been issued accounts 
that they can use to log in to our web site and conduct various sorts 
of business with the College.

So what’s the problem? • They can’t remember how to log in. They 
can’t remember their passwords, they can’t remember their 
usernames, and although we have some online support tools to help 
with that, a lot of calls still filter through to our alumni o"ce.



We don’t log in often 
enough to remember

You don’t let us choose 
our identity

We’re not on campus 
to get support

Now, I don’t want to put the blame on our alumni.  They have some 
genuine right to complain. 

Most of them log in a few times a year at most, so it’s no surprise 
that when the time comes, they don’t have the credentials at their 
fingertips.

Also, because we’ve precreated all of the accounts, they have 
assigned usernames that they can’t change. They’re not di"cult -- 
just name and class year -- but, again, if you don’t use the account, 
there’s no reason for you to remember that.

Finally, getting (and giving) support is hard when folks aren’t on 
campus. We can do a lot through the web site -- and we do: if you 
have an email address on file with us, you can use that to initiate an 
account recovery process -- but for the folks who can’t or won’t use 
that mechanism, they have to have recourse to the telephone.  And 
that’s so... twentieth century.

Now there are few ways we could address this problem. I suppose we 
could require people to log in more, but that’s not likely to gain us 
any popularity. 

We talked about allowing people to choose their own login 
credentials.  That’s a better solution, but it’s not one that’s 
technically easy using our existing identity management 
infrastructure. Also, it seems like passwords are at least as much of a 
problem as usernames, so fixing usernames only helps somewhat.

We could try to increase the options we provide for account recovery, 
but we haven’t found any models that are obviously better than what 
we’re already doing.

So we looked in a di!erent direction entirely.



Everyone we want to 
authenticate already 

has accounts 
somewhere else...

(that they actually use)

(That’s one of Google’s earliest data centers)

We recognized that everyone who needs to log in with us probably 
already has at least one account somewhere that they use all the 
time, whether that’s email, or Facebook, or Twitter, or some 
combination.

And—here’s the point of all this—
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26,000 active alumni
19,000 email addresses on file

...and some of those 
accounts allow us to 
use them for remote 

authentication

Some of those accounts are actually available for us to use as a 
method of authentication.

When we looked at the numbers, it was really pretty surprising: •

Of our 26,000 active alumni, we have email addresses on file for 
19,000.  That’s almost three quarters. And those 19,000 are probably 
among the more active folks who are more likely to want to interact 
with us.

Of those 19,000 email addresses, 66% percent are with four major 
email providers. And all four of those providers provide mechanisms 
for us to leverage their authentication on our site.

The remaining 44% is a very long tail with lots of domains that only 
appear once, but I’m guessing that some percentage of those can be 
grouped with the big four, and a lot of those folks probably have 
other accounts that could provide us an authentication hook.



If we only rely on 
email addresses we 
have on file, at least 

66% 
of our alumni can 

authenticate with no 
additional steps.

So...if we only rely on email addresses we have on file, at least 66% of 
our alumni can authenticate with no additional steps.

That right there is a huge potential win for a single project. And if we 
can reduce the account-related call tra"c on our alumni o"ce by 
66%, they’ll have more time for planning parties involving large 
quantities of beer, which ultimately means more big checks for the 
college.  So everyone’s happy!



What’re we talking 
about?

“Distributed Auth”

“Federated Auth”

“Social Auth”

So what are we talking about, technically speaking. Unfortunately, 
there’s not a lot of consensus on what we should call this cluster of 
technologies, even though they’ve been around for a while.

You’ll see the term Distributed Auth, which is my favorite, so that’s 
what I’m going to stick with. It pretty well describes the notion of an 
authentication system where the sources of identity are not 
centralized.

Some folks call this Federated Auth, but that’s not strictly accurate. 
Federated auth implies a federation, at least an informal agreement 
among the parties involved. The term is probably better limited to 
projects like some of the Shibboleth federations. (If you don’t know 
what Shibboleth is, that’s ok.  You can ask me for the secret 
handshake after the talk)

Finally, a more recent term that’s cropped up — mostly among the 
commercial providers of this kind of service — is Social Auth. That 
reflects that a lot of folks are using social tools like Facebook and 
Twitter as identity providers. It’s evocative, but I don’t think it 
captures the breadth of what we’re talking about.

So, what exactly are we talking about? It’s really a bundle of related 
technologies. I’d like to take that bundle apart and talk in turn about 
OpenID, OpenAuth (or OAuth), and some vendor specific 
technologies, so that you understand a bit about the pieces.  And 
then we’ll bundle them back up again and talk about implementation 
details.



OpenID
Created by the open source 

community in 2005

Anyone (with a web site) can be 
an OpenID provider

Lots of folks provide or accept 
OpenID (Google, Facebook, Yahoo!, 

Microsoft, AOL, MySpace, Novell, Sun, etc.)

Let’s start with OpenID. This is the granddaddy of distributed auth -- 
7 years: that’s like 14 in dog years.

OpenID is built around the notion that you should control your own 
identity. So anyone that runs a web site can fairly easily set 
themselves up to accept or provide OpenID authentication.

In reality, the big providers are the Googles and Yahoos of the net, 
but it’s a very democratic system. Anyone can play.

So how does OpenID actually work?



OpenID

slims-dude-ranch.com
Bearer is 

cowgirlsue

@gmail.com

A.K.A. Cowgirl 

Sue

Love, Google

Much 
obliged, 

Cowgirl Sue.

Ok, hang onto your seats now.   In two minutes I guarantee you’ll be able 
to walk out of here and explain OpenID to someone in the hallway.  They 
may look at you funny, but you’ll understand it.

• This is Cowgirl Sue.  You can see by her outfit that she is a cowgirl. 
Actually, she’s not a real cowgirl, but she has an outfit.  If you get an 
outfit, you can be a cowgirl too. Sue thinks it will help her cowgirl cred if 
she signs up at • Slim’s Dude Ranch .com. This is Slim. 

• So Cowgirl Sue goes to the site and tries to log in, but she doesn’t have 
an account there.

• Slim says she can log in, but only if she can present a letter of 
reference from someone who’ll vouch for her identity.  In other words, 
Slim accepts OpenID authentication.

Slim tells Cowgirl Sue that Google, where she has her email account, can 
provide her with that letter of reference—Google is an OpenID provider— 
• so Sue asks Google for a reference to give to Slim, which Google 
provides.

Technically, this happens by Cowgirl Sue logging into her Google 
account (on a Google hosted page) having followed a special link on 
Slim’s site—she doesn’t have to actually understand the exchange of 
data going on behind the scenes.

• When Slim receives the letter of reference from Google, he also gets 
some minimal metadata about Sue — typically an email address and real 
name, but on the basis of that reference, he has enough to let Sue log in, 
and he can create an account for her on the fly based on the data he’s 
received.

In the short term, as long as the timestamp on that letter of reference 
hasn’t expired and she’s still logged in to her Google accoun, Cowgirl 
Sue can keep coming back to the site and won’t have to log back in. 
Once the reference expires or she logs out of Google, the process resets.

And that’s how OpenID works. Now, there’s a lot of technical jiggery-
pokery that makes this all work under the hood, and you really don’t 
want to look at it closely unless you’re that sort of geek, but it works, 
and it works pretty well.



OpenID
OpenID “usernames” are URLs 

which (usually) embed your identity:

openid.aol.com/username

username.wordpress.com

Good luck 
remembering 

those!

One more note about OpenID before we move on.

In a pure OpenID implementation, you would log in using an OpenID 
identifier, which is a sort of username for OpenID. An OpenID 
identifier is in the form of a URL which identifies the site that 
provides the identity, and in many cases embeds some additional 
identity information like a username. But that’s not required. The 
identifier just has to be a URL.

One of the cool things you can do with this is set up a web page 
anywhere, insert some special HTML tags that reference one or more 
valid OpenID identifiers, and then use _that_ page as your OpenID 
identifier. The site that accepts your OpenID will use the providers 
you’ve referenced, which you can change out at any time, so you’re 
not tied to any particular provider.

But not a lot of people do that.  The fact is that OpenID identifiers are 
one of the downsides of the technology. Unless you use your 
identifier a lot, it’s no better than an arbitrary username that 
someone else assigns, and it’s worse because it’s probably a lot 
longer.

So while sites that accept OpenID typically provide a place where you 
can provide a full identifier, that’s typically not the primary interface. 
We’ll look at how that plays out in just a bit.



OAuth
Created in 2006 as an open 

standard for authorization: a way to 
delegate access to user data without 

exchanging credentials

OAuth is about what we know 
about you, rather than who you are.

Lots of folks provide an OAuth 
interface (Google, Yahoo!, AOL, etc.)

But first, I want to talk a little about OpenAuth or OAuth. OAuth is not 
an alternative to OpenID, it’s a complementary technology.

Whereas OpenID is a way to delegate answering the question “Who 
are you?” (that’s authentication), OAuth is about answering the 
question “What can I know about you?” (that’s called authorization). 
That’s an important distinction if you haven’t worked in this area 
before -- authentication is about identity, authorization is about 
rights.

Lots of services like Google and Facebook have a lot of di!erent data 
about their users, and programmer interfaces for querying and 
working with that data. What OAth does is provide a mechanism for 
you, the user, to give permission to someone else to access that data, 
under limited conditions and for a limited amount of time.

OAuth is not an authentication technology, but it can be and is used 
as a sort of pseudo-authentication. On the assumption that if I can 
give Google permission to share my data, I must have already proven 
my identity to Google, we can use the existence of that authorization 
as a sort of de facto authentication. (That sound you hear is security 
geeks cringeing.)



OAuth
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This is pseudo-authentication!

cowgirlsue: 

Name: 
Cowgirl Sue

Email:
cowgirlsue@gmail.com

...

I reckon 
you’re all 

right, Miss.

So, let me explain OAuth to you in terms that by now are burned in 
your brain. It’s Cowgirl Sue again, and Slim’s Dude Ranch .com, but 
this time Slim is relying on OAuth instead of OpenID. 

• When Cowgirl Sue asks to log in, Slim has a new question. • He 
wants a rich set of data about Sue rather than just her identity. Now 
Sue doesn’t carry her papers around with her, she keeps them in her 
steamer trunk.  Or rather, she keeps them with Google.

• So Cowgirl Sue asks Google to generate a key that will give Slim 
temporary access to the trunk where her papers are stored. In real 
life, she’s been bounced to a Google login, and once authenticated, 
maybe given a chance to designate what information she wants to 
give access to.

• Sue passes that key to Slim when Google returns her to Slim’s Dude 
Ranch .com, • and Slim then asks Google for the data that the key 
gives access to.

Now that data could be all kinds of things — it’s up to Slim to know 
what he’s looking for. It could be demographic information, contacts, 
photos, message feeds, you name it. Whatever the provider decides 
to store and make available.

• Once Slim has what he’s looking for, he can give Cowgirl Sue 
whatever access is appropriate. • As the little dog says, this is only 
pseudo-authentication, but that’s good enough in a lot of cases.

And now you understand OAuth. This will be really useful for some 
future cocktail party conversation.



Vendor APIs

Provide a mix of authentication 
and authorization, various sorts 

of user data

Things like Facebook Connect

There’s a third category of technologies that sit somewhere between 
and among OpenID and OAuth — private interfaces provided by 
various vendors to that do some or all of these things in a vendor-
specific way. Facebook Connect is probably the best-known example. 
It allows you to do both authentication and authorization, to work 
with various sets of Facebook data that an individual has given you 
permission to access.

I’m not going to go deeply into any of these because the principles 
are essentially the same, and the di!erences would require going to a 
technical depth that not everyone here would appreciate.

So let’s move on.  Say you’re in a situation like Carleton and you want 
to use these technologies to solve a problem for one or more of your 
audiences. Looking at the list of email providers used by our alumni, 
the first thing we realize is that some, like Google, o!er OpenID, and 
some, like Microsoft, only o!er OAuth. And there may be other 
vendor-specific interfaces that we’d like to use to extend our reach 
further. 

And suddenly it starts to feel like a really big project to roll 
everything up in a useable bundle.



Don’t do it yourself!

There are a 
number of 

libraries and 
services that can 
handle most or 

all of the 
technical 

implementation 
details for you.

So, don’t try to do it yourself. There are a number of libraries and 
services that can handle most of all of the technical details, so you 
can get a big step up and just have to worry about the details of your 
particular implementation.

What these services do is wrap up OpenID and OAuth and Facebook 
Connect and various other interfaces into a single, easily integrated 
package.  And the nice thing is that you can pay as much or as little 
as you want.



 Open Source:

 HybridAuth (PHP)  hybridauth.sourceforge.net

 OmniAuth (Ruby)  github.com/intridea/omniauth

 NinjAuth (PHP)  github.com/philsturgeon/fuel-ninjauth

 

 Commercial:

 Janrain Engage  janrain.com

 Gigya Social Login  gigya.com

 Lanoba  lanoba.com

 oneall Social Login  oneall.com

Here’s a short list of some of the leading open source and 
commercial implementations. You don’t need to write these all down 
— these slides will be online shortly.

I can’t promise this list is comprehensive, but these are the packages 
I’ve found mentioned most frequently.  It’s not a huge market yet, so 
I don’t think there are many more.  If you have a favorite I’ve 
neglected, let me know and I’ll add it in before the presentation goes 
up.

I’m not going to go into detail about the di!erent features of all of 
these because it’s a pretty short list, and these are fairly fast 
evolving, so you’re better o! doing your own evaluation.  But there 
are some things that you should think about as you do that.



Things to think about

Auth vs. Auth + Metadata

Standards supported

User interface

Customizability and/or API

Support/Developer 
responsiveness

Some of these packages focus primarily on the authentication side of 
the question, while others provide built-in access to the richer 
metadata available through OAuth and vendor interfaces. Depending 
on your needs, you may want to look in one direction or the other.

You’ll want to review which standards the packages support; 
everyone does OpenID and OAuth, so it’s really a question of what 
else is added in beyond that — things like Facebook Connect. And 
again, it’s a question of what problems you’re trying to solve.

User interface in this realm is critical. The open source solutions 
typically expect you to implement your own interface, and the 
commercial solutions typically provide some sort of interface for you.  
And frankly, some of those are really awful.  So look at that closely. 
Which leads us to the next point.

For the commercial solutions in particular, what programmer 
interfaces or customization options are available? If the default user 
interface is awful, what are your options for making it better? How 
easy is the system to integrate? What kinds of platforms or skills are 
required.

Finally, how well supported does this thing seem to be? OpenID and 
OAuth aren’t changing, but the services that provide them are, and 
the interfaces for retrieving metadata are, and new services are 
cropping up all the time. If the folks who created the package aren’t 
on top of things, you could be left behind.

Carleton’s implementation is based on HybridAuth, for a variety of 
reasons. Recently, however, when one of the connectors stopped 
working because of changes on the provider end, the developer 
responded to my request and had it fixed within 24 hours.  That’s 
good service for a free product.



But is it safe?

If you already allow password 
recovery via external email, your 

exposure is comparable.

OpenID and OAuth are relatively 
mature technologies.

There is the phishing question.

One of the questions niggling at the back of your mind is bound to be 
about security. Is it safe to outsource authentication for institutional 
users to arbitrary identity providers? And that’s a question you should be 
asking.

Part of the answer has to do with your audience.  I don’t know if doing 
this for all your students, or your faculty, or your upper administrators 
would be a good choice. Not because of any inherent insecurity in the 
technologies, but simply because of the added uncertainties. But maybe 
it’s fine.

One guideline we’ve used is this — if we allow users to reset passwords 
via messages sent to an external email provider, then we’re not adding 
any additional risk by allowing them to use that same email provider to 
establish their identity. If that account is compromised, their institutional 
account is already vulnerable.

What we’ve chosen not to do, is to accept identities from providers that 
haven’t already been verified with us through some other route. I’ll talk 
more about how that works in just a minute.

The bottom line is that these technologies are relatively mature; there 
are no unaddressed exploits against them. It’s really a matter of shifting 
your thinking about what constitutes proof of identity.

There is one criticism that has been repeatedly raised in the context of 
OpenID in particular, and I’d be remiss if I didn’t review it. It has to do 
with phishing, and it goes like this: if we train people to type in their 
Google credentials (or Yahoo or Facebook or whatever) whenever a login 
screen pops up, we make it easier for someone to trick them into 
providing those credentials on a fake login screen, and then all the 
places where they’ve used OpenID are also compromised. Therefore, it’s 
better to continue to retain separate credentials for every service so that 
your exposure is limited.

That’s a perfectly valid argument, and I won’t dismiss it. What it points 
to, however, is the eternal struggle between security and usability where 
absolutely secure and completely unusable is at one end and perfectly 
useable and completely insecure is at the other. The best you can do is 
figure out where on that continuum you’re comfortable and make your 
decisions about this stu! appropriately.



What are the downsides?
People don’t understand it.

“How do you know my Yahoo password?”
“Can Google see what I’m doing on your site?” 

“Can anyone with an AOL account log in here?”

User interfaces are confusing.
Native OpenID URL format isn’t memorable

The NASCAR problem

So, what are the downsides of distributed authentication (or other 
downsides, depending on where you stand on the last question?)

Well, the biggest one is that these technologies have not become 
widespread enough outside the techie community for the average 
user to understand what’s going on. We did some usability testing 
with an early draft of our login process and encountered some 
surprising misconceptions.  

At root, this is a framing problem. Sites that support distributed auth 
need to find some better ways of conveying what is happening.

Directly related to that is the fact that most of the existing interfaces 
for using distributed auth are really confusing. As I mentioned 
before, the native OpenID identifiers are not at all memorable, so 
most sites that accept it have moved to a model where the user 
chooses an identity provider from a long list and the identifier is 
generated invisibly in the background.  What this leads to, however, 
is what’s been called the NASCAR problem: • windows packed with 
logos that just leave your head spinning. This example from Janrain is 
actually better than most, but you can see that there are more pages 
of logos back there to dig through.

I wish I could say that Carleton has solved these problem perfectly, 
but I can’t. What we’ve done instead is to define the problem space a 
little di!erently, which has allowed to take some approaches which 
may not be suitable for a site that needs to accept any identifier from 
anyone, but we think will work well in situations like ours.

So let’s move on to some screen shots.
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Please Sign In.
Username

Password

Username/
Password HelpSign In

These are from our latest mockups of our central login page provided 
to me by our designer Matt Ryan.

One of the biggest challenges we had was that we’re not providing 
distributed authentication for all of our users, so the username and 
password route is still the primary method for logging in to our site.

That’s ok, though, because if you know your username and 
password, you don’t need any help, and everything is fine. 
Distributed auth is a bonus in that case, if it’s available to you.

The case we’re trying to handle are people who don’t remember their 
credentials, and they’re going to be clicking through that help link 
anyway, so that’s our gateway.

But what about folks who are already using distributed auth, do we 
make them go searching? Hang onto that question.



Username/Password Help

Alumni & 
Parents

Students, 
Faculty,  
& Staff

Behind the help link is a branch between our two categories of 
audiences: those that can use distributed auth and those that can’t. If 
we choose Alumni & Parents...



Alumni Username/Password Help

Reset your password & get your 
Carleton username

First Name Last Name

 

Birth Date

  

Submit

For assistance, contact Alumni Relations at 1-800-729-2586 or alumni-office@carleton.edu.

or Sign in via your email provider
(Choose the account Carleton has on file)

Other account providers  •  Why this is safe

Gmail

...here’s the meat.

You have two choices at this point. If you’re a username/password 
kind of person, you can initiate a process to have your password 
reset through the email address we have on file for you.

If you’re feeling adventurous, you can try the distributed auth. Now, 
we’ve dodged the NASCAR problem here by recognizing that at least 
half of our users are on one of three email providers, so we can give a 
small set up front and make it work for most people. If you’re not in 
that population, you can click the Other link to reveal more options.

But say we click Google.



OpenID kicks in and bounces us to the Google login page. On a 
successful login, we’re bounced back to Carleton’s site.

Now here’s where it gets tricky. If the gmail address you’ve just 
accessed is one that we have associated with an alumni record, we’re 
golden. We log you in as that person, and forward you directly to the 
service you were trying to access in the first place.

However, if we have no record of that address, we’ve got a problem.  
This isn’t a conventional OpenID implementation where we’ll just 
create an account for anyone who can authenticate. We have a 
predefined realm of potential users, and we need to somehow verify 
that you’re in that set before giving you access.

So at that point, we present you with a choice.



Hmm. Carleton does not have the email address foobar@aol.com on file for you.

Register foobar@aol.com with Carleton (you’ll only need to do this once)

 Register it by answering a few questions about yourself

OR Register it by entering your Carleton username and password

OR Register it by calling Alumni Relations at 1-800-729-2586

Use a Di!erent Account
Sign in with a different email account

You can choose one of three di!erent ways to associate your Gmail 
account with an existing Carleton account. One is essentially the 
password recovery process, where you answer some questions and 
we email you a key.

Alternatively, if you actually know your Carleton credentials, you can 
just enter those and be done.
 
Or, you can call our Alumni o"ce and ask them to make the 
association for you.

In any of those cases, once the process is done, you’re automatically 
logged in and you can continue with your business.

Finally, if you have another email account that you think we might 
have on file, you can log in with that instead, and avoid all this 
nonsense.

Now, that seems really complicated; the beauty is that you only need 
to do it once.  Once you’ve made that association between your 
external identity and your Carleton identity, everything will just work 
the next time you show up.



Please Sign In.

Username

Password

Username/
Password HelpSign In

Signing in for: apps.carleton.edu/alumni/directory/

Sign in with your Google account

…or use your Carleton login

And what happens next time you show up? Well, if you’re using the 
same browser, we remember what you did last time and give you that 
as your first choice, so you don’t have to go hunting at all. One click 
and you’re in.



Under the Hood

We’re actually just using the 
external identity as a shared key.

If we store other social data 
(Facebook ID, etc.) we can 
extend our login options.

It’s probably becoming a little clear what’s going on under the hood. 
We’re really just using the external identity as a shared key with our 
existing user database. When we log you in, we don’t log you in as 
your external identity, we log you in as the account you already have 
in our system, exactly as we would do if you had entered your 
assigned username and password.

The beauty of that is that we can associate multiple identities with a 
single user. So if, in phase two of this project, we want to start 
accepting Facebook IDs, we just have to add a place in our user data 
to store those identities alongside the email addresses we already 
keep.  And then you could use either or any.

Or if we really wanted to get crazy, we could log you into Facebook, 
and see if the verified email associated with that Facebook account 
matched someone in our database, and log you in as that person. As 
long as we trust Facebook’s email verification process, that works 
just as well.
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! Open source content management

! PHP/MySQL

! Designed by higher ed, for higher ed

! Used by lots of folks

! Cuter’n a possum

reason.carleton.edu

This login infrastructure is being built on the Reason CMS framework, 
which will support this kind of authentication out of the box as soon 
as we work out the kinks.

That’s all I’m going to say about Reason, except to a"rm that it is 
indeed cuter’n a possum, but I’d be happy to talk with anyone in the 
market for a CMS. Reason’s also part of the CMS cage match coming 
up in session four of this track.



Things to Ponder On
Do you have audiences for whom 

distributed auth would make a good 
primary or secondary login mechanism?

Do you have data (e.g. email addresses) 
that would allow you to bootstrap?

Are there interesting 
ways you could take 

advantage of the extra 
data you get from 
OAuth and service 

APIs?

So, here are a few questions for you to take away today.

Do you have any audiences for whom this sort of approach would be 
particularly useful? Again, the characteristics which most strongly 
indicate such a solution are secondary audiences who may not log in 
frequently, and for whom support is primarily remote.

If so, do you have data, say in an alumni database, that you can use 
to bootstrap this process — essentially making distributed login 
available without requiring any additional verification steps, because 
you already trust the data?

And finally... I didn’t talk a lot about the rich metadata that you can 
get using OAuth or vendor APIs — all kinds of social media content 
that folks may choose to make available to you. We haven’t explored 
it yet ourselves, but I think there must be some interesting ways that 
we could use that data to increase the interactions between these 
audiences and our institutions.

But that’s a whole nother presentation.
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Questions?
Fill out your eval 
form for APS2!

Thanks for taking some time with me this morning.  Please 
fill out your evaluation form — it’s your only chance to put 
an end to my madness.


